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New Amazon HD Music competes with Spotify, Apple Music. 
Not commercial-cluttered FM.  The music battle is now stream vs. stream. 

Boasting millions of songs in “the highest quality streaming audio available,” the service costs $12.99 per month for 

Amazon Prime members, $14.99 per month for other Amazon customers.  If you already subscribe to Amazon Music, 
this HD upgrade is yours for an additional $5 more per month, and you can try for free for 90 days. 

• With Apple Music and Spotify Premium accounts @ $9.99 per month, HOW much better is “HD Music?”  Better 

than CD quality, “with a bit depth of 24 bits and a sample rate up to 192 kHz,” the release said. 

• Amazon’s announcement quotes Neil Young – an outspoken critic of MP3 – saying: “Earth will be changed forever 
when Amazon introduces high quality streaming to the masses.  This will be the biggest thing to happen in music 

since the introduction of digital audio 40 years ago.”  

What’s a music FM to do? 

• Do it better.  These streaming competitors demonstrate that people will PAY FOR robotic delivery, to escape 

clutter and enjoy variety.  So – in the words of acclaimed programmer George Costanza – “do the opposite.”  
Local hosts who connect, relevant local news, and FUN are radio’s silver bullet against new-tech interlopers.  And 

if you can’t do fewer spots, do BETTER spots for local advertisers (a big part of my work with client stations). 

• Go Talk?  You’re already playing more commercials than music listeners will tolerate, and Talk allows you to play 
even more.  Weekends could be your most-profitable days (WITHOUT whoring-out the station), another focus 

area in my work with client stations.  And listeners HEAR spots on Talk Radio, which is never on in the 

background.  And, clearly, there’s NO shortage of material… 

“Conservative media is basically saving this country.  

They’re doing God's work.” 
Jesse Watters, Fox News Channel 

  

(NOT Ross from “Friends.”) 

Limbaugh/Hannity/Fox News Radio affiliates: BE THAT channel on radio, safe haven for the like-minded.   

• Nothing Trump says is factually-incorrect, nothing he does is wrong.  Anyone who says otherwise is fake news. 

• Because there is SO much repetition built-into the narrative, play for OCCASIONS-of-listening, rather than 

DURATION-per-occasion.  Aggregate Average Quarter Hours by, for instance, touting “a quick Fox News update, 
on-the-hour, throughout your busy day;” and other tactics I can recommend. 

• MORE: http://www.talkers.com/2018/08/06/advice-to-rush-limbaugh-stations-pander/ 

http://www.talkers.com/2018/08/06/advice-to-rush-limbaugh-stations-pander/
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5 IDEAS IN 4 MINUTES 
1. Boo!  Here comes Halloween.  Will you be The Invisible Man? 

On page 1, I urged that local hosts connect. 

How can you be fun on October 31? 

AT LEAST play “Monster Mash,” once per daypart.  Yes even on Talk stations, the whole song.  For you, the 
living, this mash was meant too. 

 

2. When you interview, LISTEN. 
What a concept, eh?  Previously here, we’ve quoted The King of Talk, Larry King: “I never learned anything while I was 
speaking.” 

Seconding that, as he was interviewed by The Wall Street Journal, Jay Leno reckons that “most people aren’t really 
listening and have no idea how to carry on a conversation.  They’re waiting for people to stop talking so they can start.  
I’m generally interested in what people have to say.  I’m not that interested in my side of the story.” 

The Journal also asked Leno to complete this sentence: “When I drive, I listen to…?” 

• His answer: “a lot of Motown.” 

• Not good news to radio, which has largely abandoned the Sixties hits which are SUCH faves to the real “money 
demo:” 55+ 

• On YouTube, search “Holland Cooke – Grey Is Gold.” 
 

3. Never, ever, EVER, say: “Those of you…” 
Radio is intimate, a one-on-one medium. 
You aren’t on a PA system, you’re text-messaging an individual’s brain. 

Make eye contact. 

Say “you,” like you’re talking to one person. 
 

4. Also delete from your on-air vocabulary: “Nowadays…” 
This word is an admission that you’re late.  And you sound like a grandparent. 

Instead, sound up-to-speed, so listeners will be if they tune-in. 
 

5. STOP!  Do NOT right-click-and-Save that image! 
I’ve seen the letter Cease & Desist from Getty Images.  When they find one of their photos on your web 
site, they enclose an invoice, and it’s not cheap.  Ignore it, and you’ll spend LOTS more on lawyers. 

But help yourself to lots of FREE images, curated by “Your Nerdy Best Friend” Beth Z: 

https://yournerdybestfriend.com/2019/09/13/my-favorite-specialty-image-resources/  
 

  
   

LAST MONTH:  

• YouTube Tweaks: Tips-for-clicks from the pros… 

• Miss that issue?  Email me at newsletter@hollandcooke.com 

• Not receiving this FREE newsletter each month?  Just ask!  Same address.  

https://yournerdybestfriend.com/2019/09/13/my-favorite-specialty-image-resources/
mailto:newsletter@hollandcooke.com
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2019 Local Advertiser Survey 
Headlines from Gordon Borrell’s new report (borrellassociates.com): 

• Average ad budgets up 1.6% this year. 
• Half are confused about how much to spend and whether it’s working. 
• Local marketers buy more non-digital types of advertising than digital. 
• 19% are increasing budgets; 44% are trying new things. 
• Print media continue to be the most prominent on the chopping block. 
• Sales reps’ product knowledge and industry knowledge are paramount. 
• Referrals, social media, & search marketing are tops for new leads. 
• Despite the hype, very few are buying streaming audio & video ads. 
 

 

Is copy you write for local advertisers and 
station promos this effective? 

 

Note the Magic Word: “You.” 
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ABC?  Not you too! 
Read-it-and-weep at the NAB Radio Show in Dallas this past month: 

 

Is “radio” now SUCH a toxic word that we need to pretend we’re…not? 

I’ve heard the change from “ABC Radio” to “ABC Audio” explained-away as how-we-get-an-appointment-
with a twenty-something media buyer.  Fine.  But, to me, “ABC Audio” means the soundtrack of the TV 
network.  Here’s hoping that, as industry cutbacks continue, that’s not what affiliates end-up with.   
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Seriously, about “Audio…” 

“We’re seeing new distribution, and audio consumption 

is growing faster than it ever has.” 
Wells Fargo Securities Media, Cable & Telecom Analyst J. Davis Hebert, at the NAB Radio Show 

He also observed that “Podcast listeners are very loyal to the medium.  They’re not cannibalizing AM/FM, they 

are mostly incremental to your audience share.”  And he reckons that “The key for broadcasters is to focus on 

being more multiplatform and more digital.” 

“Competition is great and people are going other places. 

We need to get there as quickly as we can.” 
Mike McVay, speaking at RAIN Summit Dallas 

 

Headlines from RAIN publisher Kurt Hanson’s “State of the Audio Industry Address:” 

• AM/FM TSL has steadily declined over the past 20 years, from 3.0 to 1.5 hours per day. 

• More people are consuming more kinds of audio on more devices than ever. 

• 84% own a smartphone. 

• Persons 65+ are big tablet users. 

• Helping radio TSL via mobile devices: inexpensive data plans, Bluetooth headphones, smartwatches. 

• Smart speakers have proliferated beyond early adopters.  Nearly ¼ of the USA adult population owned at 

least one at the end of 2018; “and we expect that number to elevate.” 

• Alexa is moving in-car.  (Your consultant couldn’t wait, and uses Echo Dot in his.) 

• Prediction: Podcasting will become a $1 billion market within the next 2 years. 

“No matter what the content form, we’ve learned how to serve our 

audience and clients so that we can monetize it.  If it has to do with 

original content, we want it in our ecosystem.” 
RAIN Summit panelist Buzz Knight, Executive VP Strategy and Innovation, Beasley Media Group. 

 
 

“What I’ve learned in 40 years of doing this is 

that there’s only an ‘us;’ not a ‘them.’” 
Film maker Ken Burns, whose PBS series on Country music is must-see. 

Although he urges that “it’s time to abandon the silos” that social media fosters – with which I sure DO agree – 

I stand by my page 1 advice to Talk stations: 

PLAY the “them” card in a way that will prompt more Occasions of Listening.  Then shower. 
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SOUND BITES 
 

“If you’re a music FM station and the only thing you’re adding to a 300-song playlist is 14 
commercial minutes per hour, you HAVE no long-term.” 

My client Paul Gleiser, asked at the NAB Radio Show why we flipped his Classic Hits station in Texas to Sports.  See page 1. 
 

“Wake Up & Kick Ass”® 
Slogan for Kick-Ass® Coffee, “roasted right in the Canadian Rocky Mountains.”   

THAT is marketing that had-me-at-hello. 
  

Next time an advertiser says they’re moving money to Digital… 
…show ‘em this ad.  Wal-Mart is defending-against Amazon with old-school ads.  This poster is on on DC’s Metro subway 
system.  And Amazon itself is now all-over TV. 

 

 

“I’m a Republican and I believe Climate Change is real.” 

Politico op-ed by U.S. Rep. Francis Rooney (R-FL): 

• “I’m from a coastal district that is directly affected by these issues every day.  In fact, my home state of Florida is 

ground zero for the adverse effects of Climate Change.” 

• And he cites Pew Research: 59% of USA adults say their communities are also impacted, and 56% consider the issue a 
top priority in 2020 elections. 

Conservative talkers: Remain undaunted by science.  Your consultant’s page one advice holds. 
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Trump-O-Rama 
The story of our lifetime is Talk Radio GOLD.  (Music stations: Pretend it’s not happening.) 

 

“These allegations are a threat to all we have sworn to protect.” 
Washington Post op-ed by 7 freshman members of the U.S. House of Representatives – none of them The Squad – following 
admissions by Trump and Rudy Giuliani, and reports that the President asked Ukraine’s leader to investigate Joe Biden. 

Then, the next day… 
 

“The President must be held accountable.  No one is above the law.” 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), announcing, after months of reluctance, that the House would open an Impeachment 
proceeding. 

Then, moments later… 

 

“The thing that annoys me about Trump is that he took my show and brought it to the 
White House.” 
Jerry Springer 
 

“Those who shout the loudest, may not always be the smartest.” 
Lyric from Paul McCartney’s new song “Despite Repeated Warnings,” which he told a BBC interviewer, “obviously it’s Trump” 
he’s singing about: “We’ve got a mad captain sailing this boat we’re all on and he is just going to take us into an iceberg.” 
 

“People should have confidence in the continued success of the American experiment 
despite, not because of, politicians.” 
Former Louisiana Governor and presidential candidate Bobby Jindal, whose Wall Street Journal op-ed “The Problem With 
Politics Is the Politicians” made a point we don’t hear often from President Trump: “Politicians get credit for trying to do 
something, but they’re usually out of office before the results can be measured.” 
 

 


